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  aMichael’s family name, STAVY, is in capital letters on this paper because French was the host language 
for the 2015 Paris Climate Change Accord.  In French, the family name is CAPITALIZED. This is Michael 
STAVY’S story and he is sticking to it.  
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Comments on the April 26, 2022 WSJ. Article, Which Energy Sources 
Will Europe Turn To? 
This is an additional comment to my “on-demand” lecture,  A Financial Algorithm for Computing the 
Levelized Cost (US$/kg; €/kg) of Producing Green Hydrogen (LCOH); A Quantitative Tool, given at the  ACP 
CleanPower 2022 Conference and Exhibition, 16-18 May, , San Antonio, TX.   

These comments should be added to my lecture slide three, “The Production of Green H2”. On this slide, 
I discussed kinetic energy, potential energy, primary energy source, secondary energy source . 

 I have scanned the table, Breaking Away from the 04/26/2022 WSJ Article, Which Energy Sources Will 
Europe Turn To? You can download this table from my website and the complete article from the WSJ, 
website, itself. 

The table has the following explanatory note, the EU hopes to replace about two-thirds of its Russian 
natural gas (NG) imports this year and end the need for those imports entirely before 2030. A look at the 
initial plan for offsets: 

I will comment on each of the “Break Away Table” replacements in my order of logic: 

1. LNG from other countries—This will be a direct replace of imported Russian NG 
2. Other gas pipeline suppliers-- This will also be a direct replace of imported Russian NG 
3. Heat pumps—The heat pumps will replace the imported Russian gas used for European space 

heating. This would be a direct substitute for imported Russian NG 
4. Conservation-using NG more efficiently would reduce the quantity NG needed for space heating. 

This reduced quantity will reduces the quantity of imported Russian NG used for space heating. 
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5. Wind and Solar-using wind and solar (primary energy sources) to generate electricity (a secondary 
energy source) in order to replace the quantity of imported Russian NG needed to generate 
electricity. This directly  reduces the quantity of imported Russian NG used for electric generation.  

6.  Biomethane-Manufactured gas—to the extent that the quantity of energy in the biomass (a 
primary energy source) used to manufacture biomethane (a secondary energy source)  is greater 
than the NG (primary energy source) used in manufacturing the biomethane, this extra biomass 
energy can  directly replace a certain quantity of imported Russian NG. 

7. Renewable hydrogen- Wind/solar energy (both primary energy sources) are used to generate the 
electricity (a secondary energy source) which is then used to power electrolyzers that produce 
renewable hydrogen (another secondary source).  The wind/solar energy that is used to produce 
the electricity that produces renewable hydrogen does not reduce the quantity of imported 
Russian NG used for electric generation. Also, any NG including Russian NG that is used in the SMR 
will produce gray H2, not renewable H2.The wind/solar energy used to produce the electricity that 
is not used to produce renewable hydrogen does reduce the quantity of imported Russian NG 
used for electric generation. 
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